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FACT:  Western Civilization is the dominant force in the world. 
  
PREMISE:  The West’s utilization of Limited Liability Entities led to the rapid exploration, exploitation, and 

supremacy over other lands. 
 
DEFINITION:  A Limited Liability Entity (LLE) is an organizing structure whose purpose is to allow certain 

individuals to operate in society outside the Common Law of society.  It obviates the need for certain 
Human Beings (HB’s) to accept the consequences for failure and for criminal activity. 

  
CONSEQUENCE:  LLE’s flourish in an atmosphere of reduced restraint.  
 
OBSERVATION:  Governments, as they evolve from being owned and controlled by known individual 

HB’s, and families, to being self-perpetuating entities, influenced more and more by LLE’s – more 
and more become indistinguishable from LLE’s. 

 
LAW:  LLE’s are given the same standing as HB’s. 
 
COMPARISON:   

 LLE’s exist longer than HB’s. 
 LLE’s can exist simultaneously in many jurisdictions; HB’s are in only one place at one time. 
 LLE’s exist without biological needs or limits; HB’s need air, water, food, and rest to survive.   
 HB’s seek emotional, intellectual and sometime spiritual communion to maintain health, LLE’s do 

not. 
 Both LLE’s and HB’s need and compete for raw materials.  
 HB’s actions are influenced by such positive aspects of humanity as love, compassion, loyalty, and 

duty, plus all the negative as well, such as hate, fear etc.  LLE’s are legally constrained to focus only 
on the bottom line.  They must attend only to profits and expansion.  

 
CONCLUSION:  All other things being equal, LLE’s have a great advantage when in competition with 

HB’s. 
 
PREMISE:  Liberty is the hallmark of a HB’s potential.  Slavery is the opposite of Liberty.   
 
PREMISE:  The greatest achievements of mankind are created through individual action, by Individuals with 

the Liberty to realize their inspiration of genius.  They may enlist the help of others, but it is their 
unique insight and action which is the cause of the innovation. 

 
PREMISE:  The cheapest worker, therefore the best worker from the viewpoint of an LLE, is a Slave.  But a 

Slave will rarely be the source of innovation. 
 
THESIS:  LLE’s want HB’s as workers who think they enjoy Liberty, but are in fact Slaves. 
 
FACT:  Neither LLE’s, nor any Group, actually ever do anything – it is always a HB that does something.  

LLE’s and all Groups are merely made up creations of HB’s. 



 
FACT:  All actions of LLE’s are decided by HB’s.   
 
THESIS:  From their inception LLE’s have been a means to fool the common man into giving up his wealth 

to others, seen and unseen. 
 
INTELLECTUAL EXERCISE:  Review the evolution of Governments in any context as a series of 

refinements in how to fool all of the people all of the time.  As an example, take Money:  Replacing 
pure precious metal coinage with clipped or alloyed coinage; replacing precious metal coinage with 
paper notes and tokens; defaulting on paper notes; replacing taxation with inflation.  Another 
example is War:  Kings and heads of state agree not to assassinate each other, and the aristocracy 
agreed it was bad form to target officers.  Today things are a bit messier, but it is still mostly poor 
kids killing other poor kids.  

 
TEST QUESTIONS:  Whenever you are baffled by the actions of Government, ask yourself: 1) Will this 

limit my Liberty?  And, 2) Will this further centralize control?  When the answer is, “Yes!” you will 
know why the Government did what it did. 

 


